Action Eggs Family
Activity Guide
Here’s a fun way to incorporate the Resurrection story into your at-home
Easter Egg Hunt! Kids will hunt for the empty egg (like the empty tomb),
and complete actions along the way!
You need: 12 empty plastic eggs, Action Eggs Family Activity Guide
Printable (included)
What to Do:
1) Gather 12 empty plastic Easter eggs.
2) Print and cut the action slips provided. Insert one action slip into
each plastic egg, leaving the 12th egg empty.
3) Hide the plastic eggs around the house.
4) Read Matthew 28:1-10 together as a family and discuss:
a. Why was the tomb empty on Easter morning? (because Jesus
is alive!)
b. What would you have done if you came to the tomb and
found it empty?
c. Say: We’re going to do a special Easter Egg Hunt this morning
to help us remember the empty tomb and Jesus’ resurrection.
5) Invite kids to hunt for the eggs, completing the actions along the
way! When they find the empty egg, they should shout "Christ is
risen!” The first one to find the empty egg (like the empty tomb) wins!
(You could even award an extra special Easter prize or Easter candy
for whenever the empty egg is found!)

Name 3 things you are thankful for.
Do 10 jumping jacks.
Make a face like if you saw an angel.
Pretend to roll a big stone like the one
that covered the tomb.
Shake like an earthquake for 10 seconds.
Run in place like you’re going to tell
the disciples about the empty tomb.
Hop like a bunny to hunt for the next egg.
Take a family picture!
Scrunch down small like an egg until
the next egg is found.
Make the letter “J” with your body.
Hold your arms up in the shape of a
cross until the next egg is found.
Print, cut, and use as directed in the instructions provided.
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